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Headline

GPS system are massively spread in outdoor team sport
and permit to obtain large numbers of KPI to monitor

and interpret physiological implications in sports. Consider-
ing legacy from physiology and experience from other sports,
it seems to be interested to investigate potential benefit of in-
tensity distribution over time durations. This article aims to
present methodology to create metabolic profile of team, play-
ers, or single session based on several years of experimentation
with professional soccer players and proposed some applica-
tions.

Introduction
External training intensity has been used since quite some time
to monitor exercise training, rehabilitation programs and/or
fitness level. Depending on the investigated sport, many ap-
proaches have been developed to quantify training intensities,
based on speed, heart rate, lactate, power, or oxygen con-
sumption. Thanks to the technological improvements that
occurred over the last decades such variables can nowadays be
monitored during a match and/or a training session by means
of portable devices such as GPS, inertial sensor or LPS sys-
tems. These improvements, combined with upgrades of game
regulations allowing their use during official competitions, per-
mit to collect massive cluster of data, thus helping scientists
and coaches to gain a deeper understanding of the players’
athletic condition. Nevertheless, the great flexibility of these
portable devices, coupled with the vast number of the available
approaches often impose on sports scientists a set of difficult
choices. The first of which is the selection of a convenient
metrics, obviously including the measurement device and the
settings of the metrics itself (speed, heart rate, power), as well
as its relevance, validity and reliability. The second important
point is the identification of a clear-cut aim of the investiga-
tion (training volume, injury risk, fitness level, etc.). Finally,
the third crucial point is the selection of the analytical tools,
with the aim of making the collected data useful in view of
the expected goal.

Historical background and legacy
To monitor training status and fitness level, or the effects of
training, Pérronnet and Thibault proposed a model based on
the analysis of maximal speed maintained throughout the ex-
ercise as a function of its duration and/or distance (13) based
on works published by Lloyd sooner (8). More recently Pinot
et al. took advantage of the technological improvements and
wide use of power-meters in cycling to create individual power

profiles using training and races data to get information about
the athletes’ capabilities (14), thus allowing coaches to im-
prove training strategies. Concerning soccer, physical perfor-
mances can be monitored using high frequency GPS systems
combined with inertial sensors by means of appropriate met-
rics. Team sports are characterised by constant running, ac-
celeration and/or deceleration but usually separated by rest
intervals. For this reason, average running speed over a time
period is not an appropriate index of metabolic intensity be-
cause speed alone does not take into account the higher or
lower energy cost related to acceleration and deceleration, re-
spectively. The energetic approach proposed by di Prampero
et al. allows to estimate the metabolic power (MP) based
on both speed and acceleration, thus permitting to compare
different periods of exercise (8). This new approach is now
largely used in soccer analysis by scientist to monitor training
and official games (5, 12). By analogy with the methodology
proposed by Pinot et al. for cycling, MP allows to build indi-
vidual profiles using the highest average MP values recorded
over a specific time period. Such a methodology has been
previously used by Cassirame et al. to compare different cat-
egories of young soccer player (1). More recently Duthie et al
used a similar approach to compare different categories and
roles of players by means of MP and speed over short time pe-
riods (1 to 10 minutes) and concluded that MP permits better
discrimination of role (6). In the last years, many studies
applied this approach to discriminate small side game situ-
ations (7) or compare training with official matches (3, 17).
This approach provides the coach with additional quantita-
tive information on players’ performances. The advantage of
this methodology is to consider all performances performed by
players during game and training without adding additional
testing sessions.

Methodology
Creation of MP profile require continuous speed measurement
based on validate technology with sampling rate over 10 Hz
(2) and carefully placed on player to obtain best accuracy as
possible (15). Based on this speed flow, appropriate filters and
smoothing a required to eliminate outlier values and proceed
to MP calculation (4) and produce MP stream for each GPS
trace. Second part of the work consists in processing the data
to extract the best values of average MP on data range from 1
second to the maximal duration. This rolling average method
is very close of new approaches called “Worst Case Scenario” or
“Most Demanding Passage” (11) but whit 2 main differences:
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first this one investigating only MP and no other metrics, sec-
ondly MP profile do not focus on a fixed length of time but on
large spectrum from 1 second to 30 minutes. Given that the
large number of best averages to calculate for each individ-
ual trace this number can be reduced to obtain limited period
such as 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 30, 45, 60 seconds and every minutes
up to 45 or more. Calculating MP profile on each individual
session can permit to be more flexible in interpretation and
latter computation.

Potential applications and interpretations
After several seasons wherein MP profiles of players have been
collected with youth to professional teams, many applications
of such approach can be used to gather relevant information
on training status without requiring specific testing sessions.
At variance with Duthie et al. or others’ approach, we created
profiles from 1 single second up to 90 minutes to obtain the
full profile of each player from explosive power to long term
aerobic capabilities (figure 1) and investigate the interest each
duration.

Fig. 1. RGraphical presentation of Metabolic Power soccer profile of two different players, with team average ± 1 SD
and Men World records in running.

Fig. 2. Metabolic Power profiles: a) one single player over team average (team profile in dotted line) b) Single player
during two training sessions, c) Single player data on 3 different periods after injury (1; after one week of training, 2;
after 3 weeks of training, 3; after 5 weeks of training)

Follow-up of players and team.All individual daily sessions
can be analysed to extract each player’s best values to analyse
his/her or the entire team’s profile weekly or monthly. Such
an approach permits to create a follow-up of the individual
players and/or of the whole team and to adjust the training
intensity if the overall trend or some specific average rolling
values are not in accordance with expectation (figure 2a).

Profiling players.Full profile of a player yields an insight of
his/her potential provided that the follow-up is based on ap-
propriately long periods (approximately 2 weeks). As showed
in figure 1, these profiles can be generated for the entire team
or limited to specific roles, in which case they can be com-
pared with the mean of the rest of the team. As shown in

this figure, this allows one to identify players characterised
by different athletic capabilities, e.g.: power (player 1) versus
endurance (player 2).

Analysing integrated training in small side game.Many
coaches base the biggest part of their training on small size
games to enhance or maintain the players’ performances. MP
profiles allow one to verify whether the setups of the games
used are in accordance with the main physical purpose of the
exercise. In any case, the coach can adjust players’ number,
size of the field, rules and/or many other characteristics of
the game to achieve more appropriate intensities. Figure 2b
represent 2 different training sessions composed by small side
game with limitation of number of individual ball touches.
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Monitor training or rehab program.Training interventions or
rehab procedures aim to improve physical capabilities of the
player. MP profiles allow to follow improvement or recovery
reporting daily or longer profiles. Figure 2c reports the profiles
of a player after injury and after 10 and 20 days.

Verify single session purpose. Single training intervention can
have specific purpose in terms of intensity. MP profiles per-
mit to verify whether the purpose of the session is achieved or

not comparing team single session with maximal MP profile
from the preceding month. This type of analysis cannot be
correctly done superimposing the MP of the single session on
maximal MP because of the potential small difference between
both profiles for rolling average of long duration (over 20 min-
utes). For this approach it is necessary to express the session
in percentage of maximal profile to have clearer overview as
displayed in figure 3.

Fig. 3. Metabolic Profile from one session as compared with the best profile measured on the preceding month (dotted
line)

Limitation and caveats
This recent approach of data processing looks promising to get
fast and relevant information on player’s performances. Nev-
ertheless, several points must be considered carefully in order
to avoid misinterpretation. First, raw data are often obtained
from GPS units that must be checked before being processed
to avoid wrong inputs, especially for very short duration (1-10
seconds). Daily sequencing of session must be perform with
the utmost care to avoid introduction of inappropriate data
related to wrong cutting or bad GPS signal such as HDOP,
satellites numbers, Sat SNR (9). Secondly, MP values are very
specific to each manufacturer because of incoming data from
GPS, filtering process and algorithm used to obtain the un-
derlying data (16). In other words, MP values from different
manufacturers cannot be used to compare teams or players.

Finally, it must be pointed out that the data collected dur-
ing training and competition cannot be considered as maxi-
mal since they are generally collected during specific soccer
exercises and not during single maximal efforts. Indeed, as
displayed in figure 1, the so obtained data in soccer are sub-
stantially lower than maximal power output calculated from
Men world records. Nevertheless, even if they depend heavily
on the game context, the individual profiles represent maximal
performances in the time frame considered (10). If profiling
players is the goal, we highly recommend computing data from
at least 2 weeks including 1 or 2 games with at least) 30 min-
utes played to ensure that players were exposed to maximal
effort for each rolling average.

Single session can be output and analyse, nevertheless data
can be interpreted to check training session exercises proposed
or game contexts including scenario, opponent, or tactical
choice. When short duration is analysed, MP cannot be at-
tribute to players capabilities only be more surely to contex-
tual parameters.

Twitter: Johan Cassirame (@MtrainingFR), Cristian Osg-
nach (@COsgnach)
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